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On several occasions
I’ve suggested that the rapid decrease
in
cost of minicomputers
would have a
great impact on all existing methods
of retrieving
information, 1-2 including
on-line systems like Sci~earch @ and Medline.
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It is precisely because of this that I
am not citing any of them here.
Some people have undoubtedly
succeeded
in setting up and maintaining
elaborate
filing systems.
Perhaps one of the most elaborate
is the system established
by Hans
Selye in Montreal.’l And I have seen
many large indexed files of reprints
collected
by individual
scientists.
Some of these were developed over
a 40-50 year period.
Many
teachers
maintain
file
folders of broad general categories
corresponding
to lectures they give.
Reprints are added to these folders
as acquired.
They are reviewed
when the appropriate
lecture has to
be prepared.
But while there are numerous
well-organized
reprint
collections,
most scientists lose their initial enThey
wind
up filkg
thusiasm.
reprints
alphabetically
by author.
Still other scientists and especially
physicians start out with the best intentions, but in the hustle and bustle of everyday research or clinical
practice, they abandon any attempt
to be systematic.
They never seem
to put their reprints into any kind of
file. Their reprint “files” cover their

A. E. Cawkell, ISI@ ‘s Director
of Research,3
has been working on
a microcomputer
retrieval
system
called PRIMATE.
The essay which
follows is an effort on my part to do
some market research for him. We
would like to know if there is any
serious interest in personal search
systems.
After
you scan Current
Contents”
each week, you write for
reprints, make photocopies
in your
library, or order tear sheets from
1S1. When the reprints arrive, you
scan most of them quickly. Then, if
you are liie most readers, you “file”
them. Or you may just note the article in the library
and file an
abstract.
I’ve said a great
deal about
reprints in the past. But I’ve avoided a discussion
of methods
of
retrieving or storing reprints.
The literature is overloaded
with
articles on all sorts of filing systems.
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bookcases,
labs, desktops, and window sills. I am always impressed
when they are able to find anything
in thk seeming chaos.
Those of us who have a less than
effective
filing arrangement
know
we have a problem. We put up with
it partly out of inertia and partly
because we believe that there is no
simple alternative.
We prefer not to
evaluate the consequences
of information delayed, lost, or never used
by reason of ineffective retrieval.
Frequently
when we try to find
information
in our own files, we
wind up relying first on the library.
The many published indexes often
enable us to identify papers that
already exist in our files. I have on
occasion
dreamt
about personalized editions of the Science Citation
Indexm that would tell the reader
which articles were in his or her
reprint file.
1S1 is trying to find a solution to
the seemingly hopeless problem of
personal filing systems. We are now
studying the feasibility of desktop
information
storage
and retrieval
systems.
One
prototype
is
PRIMATE—Personal
Retrieval
of
Information
by
Microcomputer
And Terminal Ensemble.
PRIMATE
hardware would consist of a microcomputer
with at
least a 16K-byte CPU (Central Processing Unit),

records for these papers and locate
them in your binders.
PRIMATE is a rather straightforward, simple system of personal information
retrieval.
But it could
provide several sophisticated
functions which are needed for an effective and convenient
system.
For
example,
suppose
you
display the indexing term “virus”.
You find out there are 35 papers indexed under this term. When you
put the first virus-related
paper in
your file, “virus” was an adequate
indexing term. But now it is too
general
for your needs.
So you
review the 35 titles on the CRT
screen
and assign more specific
terms,
such as adenovirus,
RNA
virus, etc. To do thk, you simply
type in the new indexing
terms.
PRIMATE reorganizes
itself so that
your next search
can be more
specific.
Since they are filed by
number (or by author), the papers
themselves do not need refiling.
Searches could be very specific,
both as to subject
matter
and
chronology.
For
example,
you
could ask to see adenovirus
papers
published after or before 1977.
We are also considering
an opservice
tional
updating
called
ASCAMATE.
This
would
help
keep you aware of new articles pertaining to your interests.
You give
us a profile (made up of key words,
citations,
authors’
names,
etc.).
1S1’s computer
will match the profile against our weekly file of new
articles.
As we do in our ASCA B service
now, we would periodically
send
you descriptions
of pertinent
current articles. But instead of print-

outs we would send you a “’floppy
disc.” You
plug the disc into
PRIMATE,
observe the records on
the screen, and place those of interest in temporary
store. You can
then obtain the reprints of the articles you want by writing authors.
Or you may obtain them from your
local library or from our OATS@
library service. Wh?n the reprints
arrive,
you would number
them
serially and file them in numerical
order. You would then recall the
appropriate
records from computer
store, add your indexing terms, and
send them automatically
to main
storage.
Although
I
have
discussed
PRIMATE in terms of retrieving articfes, it is probably
apparent
that
you can use it for fifing books, letters, drawings, etc. And if your collection
of information
includes
many different types of documents
located in different places, you can
create a numbering
system which
will tell you where
and what
something
is. For instance,
the
numbers
1-3000 could be reserved
for reprints,
3000-4000 might indicate
books
in the department
library,
and 4000-5000 would be
correspondence,
etc.
Undoubtedly
many readers will
think that PRIMATE
is a fine idea.
But from experience
they realize
that effective
indexing
can be a
problem.
How would a computerized system overcome that difficulty? The answer is that the system
may not but an 1S1 information
specialist can.
At the time of the system’s
delivery,
one of our specialists
would call upon you to describe
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After
PRIMATE’s
operation.
discussing your retrieval needs, the
specialist
would
recommend
appropriate indexing procedures.
I

dress file is an important
retrieval
problem in every lab. But I recall
sysmyriad
personal
indexing
tems—including
those
based
on
edge-notched
cards,
peek-a-boo,
delta
cards,
etc.—that
are now
defunct.
So, I am convinced
that
microcomputers
will only be successful when the software and in-

dexing system are adequate
to the
task.
If you have
any interest
in
PRIMATE
or other personal information systems, please write to me
in Philadelphia
or to Mr. A. E.
Cawkell, Director of Research, 1S1,
132 High St., Uxbndge,
Middlesex,
England UB8 lDP.
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